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legates in the island.   It was a well-governed and a prosperous
,    State that he bequeathed to his son when he died in 1101.
Roger I was one of the leading figures of the second half
of the eleventh century. As brilliant a soldier as his brother
Robert Guiscard, he surpassed him by his mental qualities.
Guiscard never overcame the innate brutality of his race and
the thirst for conquest. Roger showed himself the equal of
William the Conqueror as a statesman. In him the Norman
genius for organisation and adaptability found full expression.
He was the first of a brilliant line, and his descendants, from
his son Roger II to his great-grandson the Emperor Frederick
II, owed much of their greatness to the foundation which
he so truly laid.
The Western While the Moslems were thus losing their hold of the
ranem* mainland, they were at the same time being forced to yield
Venice the command of the Western Mediterranean to the naval
powers of Italy. Religious sentiment had no part in the
Struggle. The victors were actuated solely by commercial
considerations. In the tenth century the Venetians had
carried on a brisk trade with the Moslems of Africa, supplying
them with iron and wood, as well as with slaves, until the
Eastern Emperors intervened to prevent the materials ^for
weapons and ships from reaching their enemies. Venice by
its situation on the lagoons was bound to be especially con-
cerned with the sea, and already in the tenth century its fleet
had been successful in overcoming the Slav pirates from
Dalmatia. Consequently, its allegiance was a matter of
rivalry between Eastern and Western Emperors. To preserve
its independence and to secure commercial advantages,
Venice had thrown in its lot with the Eastern Empire, and in
992 Basil II confirmed by a Golden Bull its trading privileges
with Byzantine ports. In return, it lent its fleet against
the Sicilian Moslems and won a great victory over them off
Bari in 1002. The right of free passage in the Adriatic was
essential to it, and this necessitated a constant struggle with
the towns on the Dalmatian coast. In the latter half ^of the
eleventh century, Venice was already on the way to becoming
the queen of the Adriatic, especially as the Norman conquest
of South Italy reduced the importance of Amalfi, the most
serious rival of Venice on the east coast of Italy. When the

